
STA 711: Probability & Measure TheoryRobert L. Wolpert3 Random Variables & DistributionsLet 
 be any set, F any �-�eld on 
, and P any probability measure de�ned for eah elementof F ; suh a triple (
;F ;P) is alled a probability spae. Let R denote the real numbers(�1;1) and B the Borel sets on R generated by (for example) the half-open sets (a; b℄.De�nition 1 A real-valued Random Variable is a funtion X : 
 ! R that is \FnB-measurable", i.e., that satis�es X�1(B) = f! : X(!) 2 Bg 2 F for eah Borel set B 2 B(or, equivalently, simply for eah set B of the form (�1; b℄ for some rational �1 < b <1).This is sometimes denoted simply \X�1(B) � F ." Sine the probability measure P isonly de�ned on sets F 2 F , a random variable must satisfy this ondition if we are to beable to �nd the probability P[X 2 B℄ for eah Borel set B, or even if we want to �nd thedistribution funtion (DF) FX(b) := P[X � b℄ for eah rational number b. Note that set-inverses are rather well-behaved funtions from one lass of sets to another; spei�ally, forany olletion fA�g � B (ountable or not),[X�1(A�)℄ = X�1�(A�)� and [� X�1(A�) = X�1�[� A��from whih it follows that \�X�1(A�) = X�1� \� A��. Thus, whether X is measurable ornot, X�1(B) is a �-�eld if B is. It is denoted FX (or �(X)), alled the \sigma �eld generatedby X," and is the smallest sigma �eld G suh that X is (GnB)- measurable. In partiular,X is (FnB)- measurable if and only if �(X) � F .Warning: The bakslash harater \n" in this notation is entirely unrelated to the bakslashharater that appears in the ommon notation for set exlusion, A nB := A \B.In probability and statistis, sigma �elds represent information: a random variable Yis measurable over FX if and only if the value of Y an be found from that of X, i.e., ifY = '(X) for some funtion '. Note the di�erene in perspetive between real analysis, onthe one hand, and probability & statistis, on the other; in analysis it is only Lebesgue mea-surability that mathematiians worry about, and only to avoid paradoxes and pathologies.In probability and statistis we study measurability for a variety of sigma �elds, and the(tehnial) onept of measurability orresponds to the (empirial) notion of observability.3.1 DistributionsA random variableX on a probability spae (
;F ;P) indues a measure �X on (R;B), alledthe distribution measure (or simply the distribution), via the relation�(B) := P[X 2 B℄;1



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpertsometimes written more suintly as �X = P ÆX�1 or even PX�1.3.1.1 Funtions of Random VariablesLet (
;F ;P) be a probability spae, X a (real-valued) random variable, and g : R ! R a(real-valued BnB) measurable funtion. Then Y = g(X) is a random variable, i.e.,Y �1(B) = X�1(g�1(B)) 2 Ffor any B 2 B. Also every ontinuous or pieewise-ontinuous real-valued funtion on R isBnB-measurable. How are �(X) and �(Y ) related?3.1.2 Random VetorsDenote by R
2 the set of points (x; y) in the plane, and by B2 the sigma �eld generated byretangles of the form f(x; y) : a < x � b;  < y � dg = (a; b℄ � (; d℄. Note that �niteunions of those retangles (with a; b; ; d in the extended reals [�1;1℄) form a �eld F20 , sothe minimal sigma �eld and minimal � system ontaining F20 oinide, and the assignment�20�(a; b℄� (; d℄� = (b� a)� (d� ) has a unique extension to a measure on all of B2, alledtwo-dimensional Lebesgue measure (and denoted �2). Of ourse, it's just the area of sets inthe plane.An FnB2-measurable mapping X : 
! R

2 is alled a (two-dimensional) random vetor,or simply an R
2-valued random variable, or (a bit ambiguously) an R

2-RV. It's easy to showthat the omponents X1, X2 of a R
2-RV X are eah RVs, and onversely that for any tworandom variablesX1 andX2 the two-dimensional RV (X1; X2) : 
! R

2 is FnB2-measurable,i.e., is a R
2-RV.Also, any Borel measurable (and in partiular, any pieewise-ontinuous) funtion f :

R
2 ! R indues a random variable f(X; Y ): this shows that suh ombinations as X + Y ,X=Y , X ^ Y , X _ Y , et. are all random variables if X and Y are.The same ideas work in any �nite number of dimensions, so without any speial notie wewill regard n-tuples (X1; :::; Xn) as R

n-valued RVs, or FnBn-measurable funtions, and willuse Lebesgue n-dimensional measure �n on Bn. Again PiXi, QiXi, miniXi, and maxiXiare all random variables. For any metri spae (E; d) with Borel sets E , a FnE-measurablefuntion X : 
 ! E will be alled an \E-valued random variable" (although some authorsprefer the term \random element of E" unless E is R or perhaps R
n).Even if we have in�nitely many random variables we an verify the measurability ofPiXi, infiXi, and supiXi, and of lim infiXi, and lim supiXi as well: for example,[! : supi Xi(!) � r℄ = 1\i=1[! : Xi(!) � r℄[! : lim supi Xi(!) � r℄ = 1[j=1 1\i=j[! : Xi(!) � r℄:Page 2Page 2Page 2



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertThe event \Xi onverges" is the same as�! : lim supi Xi(!)� lim infi Xi(!) = 0� = 1\k=1 1[n=1 1\i;j=n [! : jXi(!)�Xj(!)j < �k℄for any positive sequene �k ! 0, and so is F -measurable and has a well de�ned probabilityP[lim supiXi = lim infiXi℄. This is one point where ountable additivity (and not just �niteadditivity) of P is ruial, and where F must be a sigma �eld (and not just a �eld).3.1.3 Example: Disrete RVsIf a RV X an take on only a �nite or ountable set of distint values, say fbig, then eahset �i = f! : X(!) = big must be in F . The random variable X an be written:X(!) =Xi bi1�i(!); where (*)1�(!) =(1 if ! 2 �0 if ! =2 � (1)is the so-alled indiator funtion of �. Sine 
 = [�i, the f�ig form a \ountable partition"of 
. Any RV an be approximated uniformly as well as we like by a RV of the form (�)(how?). Note that the indiator funtion 1A of the limit supremum A := lim supiAi of asequene of events is equal pointwise to the indiator 1A(!) = lim supi 1Ai(!) of their limitsupremum.3.2 Expliit Constrution of Sigma Fields [optional℄Ordinals and Trans�nite IndutionEvery �nite set S (say, with n < 1 elements) an be totally ordered a1 � a2 � a3 � � � � �an in n! ways, but in some sense every one of these is the same| if �1 and �2 are twoorderings, there exists a 1{1 order-preserving isomorphism ' : (S;�1) ! (S;�2). Thus upto isomorphism there is only one ordering for any �nite set.For ountably in�nite sets there are many di�erent orderings. The obvious one is a1 �a2 � a3 � � � � , ordered just like the positive integers N; this ordering is alled !, the �rstlimit ordinal. But we ould pik any element (say, b1 2 S) and order the remainder of S inthe usual way, but delare an � b1 for every n 2 N; one element is \bigger" (in the ordering)than all the others. This is not isomorphi to !, and it is alled !+1, the suessor to !. Ifwe set aside two elements (say, b1 � b2) to follow all the others we have !+ 2, and similarlywe have ! + n for eah n 2 N. The limit of all these is ! + !, or 2!... it is the orderingwe would get if we lexiographially ordered the set f(i; j) : i = 1; 2 j 2 Ng of the �rst twoPage 3Page 3Page 3



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpertrows of integers in the �rst quadrant, delaring (1; j) � (2; k) for every j; k and otherwise(i; j) � (i; k) if j < k.We would get the suessor to this, 2! + 1, by extending the lexiographial ordering aswe add (3; 1) to S; in an obvious way we get 2! + n for every n 2 N and eventually thelimit ordinals 3!, 4!, et., and the suessor ordinals m! + n. The limit of all these is !!or !2, the lexiographial ordering of the entire �rst quadrant of integers (i; j). It too hassuessors !2 + n (graphially you an think about integer triplets (i; j; k)), and limits like!2 + ! and !3 and !! (whih turns out to be the same as 2!).In general an ordinal is a suessor ordinal if it has a maximal element, and otherwise isa limit ordinal. Every ordinal � has a suessor � + 1, and every set of ordinals f�ng has alimit (least upper bound) �. Let 
 be the �rst unountable ordinal.Proofs and onstrutions by trans�nite indution typially have one step at eah suessorordinal, and another at eah limit ordinal. The Borel sets an be de�ned by trans�niteonstrution as follows.Let F0 be the lass of open subsets of some topologial spae X (perhaps the real numbersX = R, for example).Su: For any ordinal �, let F�+1 be the lass of ountable unions of sets En 2 F� and theiromplements Em : Em 2 F�.Lim: For any limit ordinal �, let F� = [���F�.Together these de�ne F� for all ordinals, limit and suessor; the sigma �eld generated byF0 is just F
, where 
 is the �rst unountable ordinal. It remains to prove that:1. F0 � F
, i.e., F
 ontains the open sets (inluding X itself);2. E 2 F
 =) E 2 F
, i.e., F
 is losed under omplements;3. En 2 F
 =) [1n=1En 2 F
, i.e., F
 is losed under ountable unions;4. F
 � G for any sigma �eld G ontaining F0.Item 1. is trivial sine F
 = [��
F�, and in partiular ontains F0. Item 2. follows bytrans�nite indution upon noting that E 2 F� =) E 2 F�+1. Item 3 follows by notingthat En 2 F
 =) En 2 F�n for some �n � 
, and � = supn<1 �n is an ordinal satisfying�n � � � 
 and hene En 2 F� for all n and [1n=1En 2 F�+1. Verifying the minimalityondition Item 4 is left as an exerise.It isn't immediately obvious from the onstrution that we ouldn't have stopped earlier|for example, that F2 or F! isn't already the Borel sets, unhanging as we allow suessivelymore intersetions and unions. In fat that happens if the original spae X is ountable or�nite; in the ase of R, however, one an show that F� 6= F�+1 for every � � 
.Do you think this expliit onstrution is learer or more ompliated than the ompletionargument used in the text? Page 4Page 4Page 4



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpert3.3 In�nite Coin TossFor eah ! 2 
 = (0; 1℄ and integer n 2 N let Æn(!) be the nth bit in the nonterminatingbinary expansion of !, so ! = Pn Æn(!)2�n. There's some ambiguity in the expansion ofdyadi rationals... for example, one-half an be written either as 0:10b or as the in�nitelyrepeating 0:01111111:::b. If we had used the onvention that the dyadi rationals have only�nitely many 1s in their expansion (so 1=2 = 0:10b) then Æn(!) = b2n! (mod 2); with ouronvention (\nonterminating") that all expansions must have in�nitely many ones, we haveÆn(!) = (d2n!e+ 1) (mod 2): (2)We an think of fÆng as an in�nite sequene of random variables, all de�ned on the samemeasurable spae (
;B1), with the random variable Æ1 equal to zero on (0; 12 ℄ and one on(12 ; 1℄; Æ2 equal to zero on (0; 14 ℄[ (12 ; 34 ℄ and one on (14 ; 12 ℄[ (34 ; 1℄; and, in general, Æn equal toone on a union of 2n�1 intervals, eah of length 2�n (for a total length of 12), and equal tozero on the omplementary set, also of length 12 . For the Lebesgue probability measure P on
 that just assigns to eah event E 2 B1 its length P(E), we have P[Æn = 0℄ = P[Æn = 1℄ = 12for eah n, independently.Q 1: If we had used the other onvention that every binary expansionmust have in�nitely many zeroes (instead of ones), so e.g. 1=2 =0:10b, then what would the event E1 := f! : Æ1(!) = 1g have been?How about E2 := f! : Æ2(!) = 1g?The sigma �eld \generated by" any family of random variables fX�g (whether ountableor not) is de�ned to be the smallest sigma �eld for whih eah X� is measurable, i.e., thesmallest one �(A) ontaining everyA� = �X��1(B) : B 2 B(R)	 :For eah n 2 N the ��algebra Fn generated by Æ1; � � � ; Æn is the �eld Fn = f[i(ai=2n; bi=2n℄gonsisting of all �nite disjoint unions of left-open intervals with both endpoints an integerbetween zero and 2n, over 2n. Eah set in Fn an be spei�ed by listing whih of the 2nintervals ( i2n ; i+12n ℄ (0 � i < 2n) it ontains, so there are 22n sets in Fn altogether. The union[Fn onsists of all �nite disjoint unions of left-open intervals in 
 with dyadi rationalendpoints. It is losed under taking omplements but it still isn't a sigma �eld, sine it isn'tlosed under ountable unions and intersetions; for example, it ontains the set En = f! :Æn=1g for eah n 2 N and �nite intersetions like E1 \ ::: \ En = (1� 2�n; 1℄, but not theirountable intersetion \1n=1En = f1g. By de�nition the \join" F = WnFn := �([nFn) isthe smallest sigma �eld that ontains eah Fn (and so ontains their union); this is just thefamiliar Borel sets in (0; 1℄.Lebesgue measure P, whih assigns to any interval (a; b℄ its length, is determined on eahFn by the rule P�[i (ai=2n; bi=2n℄	 =P(bi�ai)2�n or, equivalently, by the joint distributionof the random variables Æ1; :::; Æn: independent Bernoulli RVs, eah with P[Æi = 1℄ = 12 .For any number 0 < p < 1 we an make a similar measure Pp on (
;Fn) by requiringPage 5Page 5Page 5



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertPp[Æn = 1℄ = p and, more generally,P[Æi = di; 1 � i � n℄ = p�di(1�p)n��di :The four intervals in F2 would have probabilities [(1�p)2, p(1�p), p(1�p), p2℄, for example,instead of [14 , 14 , 14 , 14 ℄. This determines a measure on eah Fn, whih extends uniquely toa measure Pp on F = WnFn. For p = 1=2 this is Lebesgue Measure, haraterized by theproperty that P f(a; b℄g = b � a for eah 0 � a � b � 1, but the other Pps are new. Thisexample (the family Æn of random variables on the spaes (
;F ;Pp)) is an important one,and lets us build other important examples.Under eah of these probability distributions all the Æn are both identially distributedand independent, i.e., P[Æ1 2 A1; : : : ; Æn 2 An℄ = nYi=1 P[Æ1 2 Ai℄:Any probability assignment to intervals (a; b℄ � 
 determines some joint probability distri-bution for all the fÆng, but typially the Æn will be neither independent nor identiallydistributed. For any DF (i.e., non-dereasing right-ontinuous funtion F (x) satisfyingF (0) = 0 and F (1) = 1), the presription PF f(a; b℄g := F (b)�F (a) determines a probabilitydistribution on every Fn that extends uniquely to F , determining the joint distribution ofall the fÆng.Q 2: For F (x) = x2, are Æ1 and Æ2 identially distributed? Independent?Find the marginal probability distribution for eah Æn under PF .Q 3: For F (x) = 1fx�1=3g, �nd the distribution of eah Æn under PF .3.4 Measurability and ObservabilityFix any measure Pp on (
;F) (say, Lebesgue measure P = P0:5), and de�ne a new sequeneof random variables Yn on (
;F ;P) byYn(!) = nXi=1 (�1)1+Æn(!) = nXi=1 �2Æn(!)� 1�;the sum of n independent terms, eah �1 with probability 1=2 eah. This is the \symmetrirandom walk" (it would be asymmetri with Pp for p 6= 0:5), starting at the origin andmoving left or right with equal probability at eah step. Eah Yn is 2Sn�n for the binomialBi(n; 0:5) random variable Sn =Pni=1 Æi, the partial sums of the Æns.The sigma �eld Fn generated by the �rst n Yis is the same as that generated by the�rst n Sis or that generated by the �rst n Æis, the �nite �eld Fn of all disjoint unions ofhalf-open intervals with endpoints of the form j2�n. A random variable Z on (
;F ;P) isFn-measurable if and only if Z an be written as a funtion Z = 'n(Æ1; : : : ; Æn) of the �rstn Æs. Thus \measurability" means something for us| Z is measurable over Fn if andPage 6Page 6Page 6



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpertonly if you an tell its value by observing the �rst n values of Æi (or, equivalently, of Yior Si| eah of these gives the same information Fn). We'll see that a funtion Z on 
 isF -measurable (i.e., is a random variable) if and only if you an approximate it arbitrarilywell by a funtion of the �rst n Æis, as n!1.3.5 Uniforms, Normals, And MoreFrom the in�nite sequene of independent random bits fÆng we an onstrut as manyrandom variables as we like of any distribution, all on the same spae (
;F ;P), the unitinterval with Lebesgue measure (length). For example, set:U1(!) = 1Xi=1 2�iÆ2i(!) U3(!) = 1Xi=1 2�iÆ5i(!)U2(!) = 1Xi=1 2�iÆ3i(!) U4(!) = 1Xi=1 2�iÆ7i(!)eah the sum of di�erent (and therefore independent) random bits. It is easy to see thatfUng will be independent, uniformly distributed random variables for n = 1; 2; 3; 4, and thatwe ould onstrut as many of them as we like using suessive primes f2; 3; 5; 7; 11; 13; :::g.Q 3: Why did I use primes in Æ2i , Æ3i , Æ5i , Æ7i? Give another hoie thatwould have worked.Let F (x) be any DF (right-ontinuous, non-dereasing funtion on R with limits 0 asx! �1 and 1 as x! +1) and de�ne:X1(!) := inf[x 2 R : F (x) � U1(!)℄ X3(!) := inf[x 2 R : F (x) � U3(!)℄X2(!) := inf[x 2 R : F (x) � U2(!)℄ X4(!) := inf[x 2 R : F (x) � U4(!)℄:For stritly monotone ontinuous F (x) this is the same as Xn := F�1(Un), so this is alledthe inverse CDF method of generating random varaiables with spei�ed distributions. It'snot hard to see or show (we'll do it in a week or so) that the fXng are independent, eahwith DF F (x) = P[Xn � x℄. For example, we ould take Xn = ��1(Un) to get independentrandom variables with the standard normal distribution or Xn = � log(1 � Un) for theexponential distribution.Independent normal random variables an be onstruted even more eÆiently via:Z1(!) = os(2�U1)p�2 logU2 Z3(!) = os(2�U3)p�2 logU4Z2(!) = sin(2�U1)p�2 logU2 Z4(!) = sin(2�U3)p�2 logU4:We've seen that from ordinary length (Lebesgue) measure on the unit interval (or, equiv-alently, from a single uniformly-distributed random variable !) we an onstrut �rst anin�nite sequene of independent 0=1 bits Æn; then an in�nite sequene of independent uni-form random variables Un; then an in�nite sequene of independent normal random variablesZn or, more generally, random variables Xn with any distribution(s) we hoose.Page 7Page 7Page 7



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpert3.5.1 The Cantor DistributionSet Y :=P1n=1 2Æn3�n for the random variables Æn(!) of Eqn (2). Then the ternary expansionof y = Y (!) inludes only zeroes (where Æn = 0) and twos (where Æn = 1), never ones, andso y lies in the Cantor set C = Y (
). Sine Y takes on unountably many di�erent values,it annot have a disrete distribution. Its CDF an be given analytially by the expressionF (y) = 1Xn=1f2�n : tn > 0; tm 6= 1; 1 � m < ng;in terms of the ternary expansion tn := b3ny(mod 3) of y =P1n=1 tn3�n or graphially as
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Evidently F (x) is ontinuous, and has has derivative F 0 = 0 wherever it is di�erentiable,i.e., outside the Cantor set. This distribution is an example of a singular distribution, onethat is neither absolutely ontinuous nor disrete. We won't see many more of them.Theorem 1 Let F (x) be any distribution funtion. Then there exist unique numbers pd � 0,pa � 0, ps � 0 with pd+ pa + ps = 1 and distribution funtions Fd(x), Fa(x), Fs(x) withthe properties that Fd is disrete with some probability mass funtion fd(x), Fa is absolutelyontinuous with some probability density funtion fa(x), and Fs is singular ontinuous,satisfying F (x) = pdFd(x) + paFa(x) + psFs(x) andFd(x) =Xt�x fd(t); Fa(x) = Zt�x fa(t) dt; F 0s(x) = 0 where it exists.
Page 8Page 8Page 8



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpert3.6 Expetation and Integral InequalitiesDisrete RVsA random variable Y is disrete if it an take on only a �nite or ountably in�nite set ofdistint values fbig. Then (reall Setion (3.1.3) on p. 3) Y an be represented in the formY (!) =Xi bi1�i(!) (3)as a linear ombination of indiator funtions of the disjoint measurable sets �i := X�1(bi).Any RV X an be approximated as well as we like by a simple RV of the form (?) by hoosing� > 0, setting bi := i� for i 2 Z, and�i := f! : bi � X(!) < bi + �g X�(!) := 1X�1 bi1�i(!) = � bX(!)=�soX�� < X� � X. It is easy to de�ne the expetation of suh a disrete RV, or (equivalently)the integral of X� over (
;F ;P), if X is bounded below or above (to avoid indeterminatesums): EX� := Z
X�(!)P(d!) := Z
X�(!) dP(!) := Z
X� dP :=Xi biP(�i);Sine X�(!) � X(!) < X�(!) + �, we have EX� � EX < EX� + �, i.e.,Xi i�P[i� � X < (i+1)�℄ � EX <Xi i�P[i� � X < (i+1)�℄ + �: (??)This determines the value of EX = R
X dP for eah random variable X bounded aboveor below. If we take � = 2�n above, and simplify the notation by writing Xn for X2�n =2�nb2nX, the sequene Xn inreases monotonially toX and we an de�ne EX := limn EXn.Note that even for 
 = (0; 1℄, P = �(dx) (Lebesgue measure), and X ontinuous, thevalue of the integral may be the same but the passage to the limit suggested in (??) is not thesame as the limit of Riemann sums that is used to introdue integration in undergraduatealulus ourses. For the Riemann sum it is the x-axis that is broken up into integralmultiples of some �, determining the integral of ontinuous funtions, while here it is they axis that is broken up, determining the integral of all measurable funtions. The twode�nitions of integral agree for ontinuous funtions where they are both de�ned, of ourse,but the Lebesgue integral is muh more general.If X is not bounded below or above, we an set X+ := 0_X and X� := 0_�X, so thatX = X+�X� with bothX+ andX� bounded below (by zero), so their expetations are well-de�ned. If either EX+ <1 or EX� <1 we an unambiguously de�ne EX := EX+�EX�,while if EX+ = EX� = 1 we regard EX as unde�ned. For example, if U � Un(0; 1) thenE�1=pU(1� U)� is well-de�ned (an you evaluate it?).Page 9Page 9Page 9



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertFor any measurable set � 2 F we write R�X dP for EX1�. For 
 � R, if P gives positiveprobability to either fag or fbg then the integrals over the sets (a; b), (a; b℄, [a; b), and [a; b℄may all be di�erent, so the notation R ba X dP isn't expressive enough to distinguish them.Frequently in Probability and Statistis we need to alulate or estimate or �nd boundsfor integrals and expetations. Usually this is done through limiting arguments in whih asequene of integrals is shown to onverge to the one whose value we need. Here are someimportant properties of integrals for any measurable set � 2 F and random variables fXng,X, Y , useful for bounding or estimating the integral of a random variable X. We'll proveeah of these in lass.1. R�X dP is well-de�ned and �nite if and only if R� jXj dP < 1, and ��� R�X dP��� �R� jXj dP. We an also de�ne R�X dP � 1 for anyX bounded below by some b > �1.2. Lebesgue's Monotone Convergene Thm: If 0 � Xn % X, then R�Xn dP %R�X dP � 1. In partiular, the sequene of integrals onverges (possibly to +1).3. Lebesgue's Dominated Convergene Thm: If Xn ! X, and if jXnj � Y forsome RV Y � 0 with EY < 1 then R� jXn � Xj dP ! 0, R�Xn dP ! R�X dP, andR� jXj dP � R� Y dP <1. In partiular, the sequene of integrals onverges to a �nitelimit, EXn ! EX with jEXj � EY .4. Fatou's Lemma: If Xn � 0 on �, thenZ�(lim infXn) dP � lim inf �Z�Xn dP�:The two sides may be unequal (example?), and the result is false for lim sup. Is\Xn � 0" neessary? Can it be weakened?5. Fubini's Thm: If either eah Xn � 0, or Pn R� jXnj dP < 1, then the order ofintegration and summation an be exhanged: Pn R�Xn dP = R�PnXn dP. If boththese onditions fail, the orders may not be exhangeable (example?)6. For any p > 0, EjXjp = R10 p xp�1P[jXj > x℄ dx and EjXjp <1,P1n=1 np�1P[jXj �n℄ <1. The ase p = 1 is easiest and most important: if S :=P1n=1 P[jXj � n℄ <1,then S � EjXj < S+1. If X takes on only integer values, EjXj = S.7. If �X is the distribution of X, and if f is a measurable real-valued funtion on R,then Ef(X) := R
 f(X(!)) dP = RR f(x)�X(dx) if either side exists. In partiular,� := EX = R x�X(dx) and �2 := E(X � �)2 = R (x� �)2 �X(dx) = R x2 �X(dx) � �2.Page 10Page 10Page 10



STA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L WolpertSTA 711 Week 3 R L Wolpert8. H�older's Inequality: Let p > 1 and q = pp�1 (e.g., p = q = 2 or p = 1:01, q = 101).Then EXY � E jXY j � �EjXjp� 1p �EjY jq�1q . In partiular, for p = q = 2,Cauhy-Shwartz Inequality: EXY � E jXY j � pEX2 EY 2.9. Minkowski's Inequality: Let 1 � p � 1 and let X; Y 2 Lp(
;F ;P). Then(EjX + Y jp) 1p � (EjXjp) 1p + (EjY jp) 1pso the norm kXkp := (EjXjp) 1p obeys the triangle inequality on Lp(
;F ;P).What if 0 < p < 1?10. Jensen's Inequality: Let '(x) be a onvex funtion on R, X an integrable RV. Then'�E[X℄� � E['(X)℄. Examples: '(x) = jxjp, p � 1; '(x) = ex; '(x) = [0 _ x℄. Theequality is strit if X has a non-degenerate distribution and '(�) is stritly onvex onthe range of X.11. Markov's & Chebyhev's Inequalities: If ' is positive and inreasing, then P[jXj �u℄ � E['(jXj)℄='(u): In partiular P[jX � �j > u℄ � �2u2 and P[jXj > u℄ � �2+�2u2 .12. One-Sided Version: P[X > u℄ � �2�2+(u��)2(pf: P[(X � �+ t) > (u� �+ t)℄ � ? for t 2 R)13. Hoe�ding's Inequality: If fXjg are real-valued, independent and essentially bounded,so (9 faj; bjg) s.t. P[aj � Xj � bj℄ = 1, then (8 > 0); Sn := Pnj=1Xj satis�es thebound P[Sn � ESn � ℄ � exp � � 22=Pn1 jbj � ajj2�. Hoe�ding proved this im-provement on Chebyhev's inequality (at UNC) in 1963. See also related Azuma'sinequality (1967), Bernstein's inequality (1937), and Cherno� bounds (1952).The importane of this result is that it o�ers an exponentially small (in 2) bound fortail probabilities, while Chebyhev o�ers only an algebrai bound on the order of 1=2.Later we will �nd needs for the bound to be summable in 2; Hoe�ding's satis�es thisondition, while Chebyhev's does not.
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